REVIEW OF RECENT HALAKHIC
PERIODICAL LITERATURE
Immanuel J akobovits
Our introduction to this depart-

some superior scholar who holds

ment in the last issue was devoted

no offcial position altogether, and

to a brief surey of contemporary

any duly qualifed rabbi may pre-

rabbinic literature and its halakhic

component. We wil introduce the

sume to chalenge a decision rendered by others if his interpreta-

present review by some reflections

tion of the law conflcts with

on the characteristics of rabbinic
law-making as a prime feature in

theirs.

the evolution of Jewish law.
In the jurisprudence of Judaism.
the legislature and judiciary are

cess of Judaism operate? Under

fused together. Rabbis are charged

can order be joined to law? By what

to determine as well as to adminÍs-

ter the law. They serve as judges in
applying the rulings of existing

How then does the juridical prosuch conditions of apparent licence

and individual independence, how

methods do rab binical rulings

eventually command the as-

sent of rabbis and religious lay-

men the world over? Who and

laws to cases in doubt or under dispute; and when faced with situa-

whose decisions enjoy fial and

tions lacking any precise preced-

binding authority?

ents, they act as legislators by issuing new rulings.

tems, whether on a state or church

In the exercise of both functions,

rabbis are subject to a "constitu-

In contrast to all other legal sys-

level, the administration of Jewish
law is highly decentralized and yet

tional" system, as presently practiced, which is altogether unique.

subject to universal sanctions, and

Unlike any other national or reli-

the same time acknowledging the

gious legal system, Judaism does

supremacy of individual authority.

not vest the authority to make or

Thus it operates on three principal

adjudicate laws in any clearly de-

levels:
1. Local Autonomy. The authority

fied individual or group. It has

it is uniquely democratic whilst at

neither a supreme court nor a hierarchy, neither a chief justice nor a

of the local rabbinical head

supreme pontiff to lay down the
law with fiality. In fact, there is

gregation or community ( e.g.

no formal offce or offcial appoint-

country) is traditionally binding
for the members of such congre-

ment at all which would automa-

(the Mara dAtra) of a con-

the chief rabbi of a city or

tically authorize its incumbent to

gation or community, and it

demand universal submission to his

cannot be challenged by any

rulings. Even a Chief Rabbi of Is-

other rabbinate, however super-

rael - tenant of the highest eccle-

ior its rank or area of jurisdic-

siastical offce in Jewry - may

tion. But such authority can

readily defer to the judgment of

only be exercised on a strctly
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local level; it does not extend
beyond the confies of the individual rabbi's offcial jurisdiction.
2. Consensus of Opinion. When

terial as a general guide to rabbinic

law-making, all new decisions of
law derive their validity ultimately

from their implicit or explicit assent by the majority. This system

the principles of Jewish law

insures that:

have to be applied to new prob-

1. the development of Jewish law,
by virtue of its strongly demo-

.another is not usually ac-

cratic direction, wil always be
a dynamic and organic pro-

lems, a verdict one way or

cepted as authentic until it is
endorsed by a number of leading rabbis constituting the ma-

jority of those consulted. As a
a rule, such problems are submitted quite independently to

cess commanding the indispensable sanction of public endorse-

ment;
2. by vesting authority with duly

qualified individuals rather

the judgment of various rabbin-

than impersonal offces, legisla-

ical authorities. As the replies

tive power wil never be abused

accumulate, often in the form

or exploited by unscrupulous

of printed responsa, a trend of

and unworthy persons seizing
control of such offces by polit-

opinion gradually becomes crystalized, and this is then accepted
as the binding norm of the law,
against any minority views of
dissent, by virtue of the numerically superior weight of its endorsement.
3. Individual Authority by Popular

Acclaim. A. rabbinical ruling
may also enjoy unquestioned

validity by reason of the supreme excellence of the scholar
who issued it. Such authority is

quite informally, and solely as
an expression of religious pub-

ical manipulation or the patron-

age of vested interests; and
3. the door is left open to individual dissent, based on a schol-

ar's conscientious objection to
the consensus of the majority,

thus allowing for the possibilty
of the law's constant re~exami-

nation and revision in the continuous study and debate among
scholars.
CORNEAL TRNSPLANTS

An instructive case ilustrating

lic opinion, bestowed on one or

the above-mentioned freedom to

more of the gedolei ha-dor the Sages of the Generation purely because of the popular

dissent is furnished by Rabbi Sam-

recognition of their pre~eminent

uel Hibner in a challenging article

on "The Utilzation of the Eyes of

the Dead for Restoring Vision to
scholarship and saintliness. the Blind" which appeared in the
Their word is law, but it is their current issue of Ha-Darom (Nisan
public esteem which makes it 5721) , the Torah journal of the
. unchallenged and absolute.
Rabbinical Council of America.
With the exception, thi;m, of the . Admitting that the question of the
category, which is strictly lim- . permissibilty of such eyes grafts
ited in scope and therefore Imma- had already been raised and an-

first
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swered in the affrmative by many
rabbinical scholars (two such per-

all stil derive a benefit from the
original substance. Moreover,

missive views were recently pub~

any part severed from the dead

lished in the fourth volume of N 0-

remains forbidden not because

am), the author nevertheless rejects

their opinion on all counts after a

it is itself dead human matter
(so that its return to life would

thorough reappraisal of the main

remove the cause of the prohi-

legal problems involved. These are:

bition) but because it once be-

1. The prohibiton of deriving a

benefit from the dead. This objection has been set aside in this

proved by the fact that a limb

amputated from the living,

case on the grounds that:
( a) the restoration to life of
the tissue from the dead removes the prohibition in the

though now dead, is not prohi-

same way as such revitalization

person should be considered as

revokes the status of ritual defiement according to the Tal-

a gravely. sick patient is also in-

bited for use since it was never
a part of a dead body. The fur-

ther argument (c) that a blind
valid. For the symptoms of

mud; (b) the ban on benefiting
from a forbidden substance, just
as on consuming it, lapses when

danger in eye-diseases listed in
the Halakhah do not include
blindness. Nor can the hazards

the substance is transformed

to which the blind are exposed

into a diferent matter, such as

be compared to those of epilep-

from dead to live tissue; and

tics who may legally claim the

( c) the blind should be re-

concessions reserved for pa-

garded as a patient in danger

tients in danger; for, unlike epi-

of his life. for whose sake the
law against utilzing the dead,
like all other laws, ought to be

leptics who are subject to sudden seires rendering them

completely helpless and irre-

suspended. But Rabbi Hibner
refutes these arguments be-

sponsible, the blind can guard

cause: (a) there is no conclusive evidence in the sources to

to life. This does not contradict

show that the conditions under

which an article may be restored to purity are necessarily

the same as the conditions
under which the ban on bene-

fiting from it may be removed;
and (b) substances forbidden

to be used (as distinct from
such as are merely forbidden

to be eaten) retain the prohibiafter they have undertion even
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longed to a human corpse, as

themselves against serious risks
the aggadic statement that "the

blind are regarded as dead";

similar statements are made
about leprous, poor, and childless people, and those surely
would not be exempt from religious duties because of their
comparison to the dead.
2. The prohibition to desecrate the
dead. For the same reasons the

needs of the blind cannot set

aside the biblical law forbidding

gone a chemical or physical

any interference with the in-

change, since one would after

tegrty of a human corpse. The
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consideration which might war-

In his response, Rabbi Felder

rant such an attack on the

quotes a number of the rabbinic
sources mentioned in this Depart-

otherwise inalienable rights of
the dead is the immediate pros-

ment's review under the heading

pect of thereby saving a human
life, and that does not apply

of "Gambling" in the previous is-

here.

therefore not repeat these here.

sue of TRITION, and we wil

3. The precept to bury the dead.

Halakhically, there are two dis-

In view of the rulig, confmed
by several authorities, that the
biblical commandments to inter
a human corpse and not to
leave it unburied overnight in-

tinct objections to any form of
gambling: the ilegality of the winner's gain and the wasting of one's

time with idle pursuits. The former

objection may be mitigated by

clude any part removed fi:om

the fact that the players do

the body after death (see this

not usually expect to make mon-

Departent's review of my

study on the subject in TRDITION, voL. III, no. 1), the cornea

as well as the eye itself requires
burial. Consequently, the reten-

ey and that they often lose more

than they win; it is therefore mainly the second evil which prompted
the rabbis from the early Middle
Ages to our own day to denounce

tion of the cornea for grafting

gambling as an immoral and demo-

purposes, even if the rest of

ralizing pastime.

the eye is interred, would con-

But in view of the sacred pur-

stitute an offense, in the opinion

pose to which the money so raised

of the author.

Rabbi Hibner concludes: "I ad.
mit the truth; my heart hesitates
to forbid what many have permitted. But after I have studied and

investigated their arguments and

is to be put, it might on first

thought be inferred from a passage

in the Jerusalem Talmud (Moed
Katan 2: 3 ), permitting one to bor-

row money on interest if needed
for a religious requirement, that

found them all liable to refutation,
my heart does allow me to sanction

gambling for holy ends is likewise

the practice."

however, that the two cases are not
analogous. The Talmud merely per-

BINGO IN SYNAGOGUE HALLS

Another all too topical problem
discussed in the same issue of HaDarom is "The Question of Bingo
and Chance Games in Synagogue

Halls" by Rabbi Gedalyah Felder.
The questioner was concerned to
elicit the guidance of Jewish law
especially in cases when the pro-

legitimate. Rabbi Felder reasons,

mits the borrower to obtain a loan
on interest if he cannot otherwise

perform his religious duty, whilst
the lender is stil forbidden to ac-

cept the interest since it does not
serve him in the performance of

any religious act. In our case, too,
the gambler himself, far from fulfiing any religious precept by his

ceeds of such games are devoted

indulgence in illcit games (since he

to support the synagogue or Jewish

could help the cause without gam-

education.

bling, if he so desired) , actually
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transgresses the rabbinic edict

if he admits, that he miscon-

against idle occupations. Further-

ducted himself with her, he

more, such games should be banned
as disrespectful in synagogue halls.
For, although no intrinsic sanctity

cannot be made responsible for

attaches to these hals (any more

the child, since we assume that
she may have had relations with
other men, too, except in cir-

than to any other places used cas.;

cumstances rendering such a

be open to activities disgracing

possibilty unlikely, such as the
parties being engaged to each

them, particularly since sacred

other or the woman being in the

functions are occasionally perform-

ed in them. "The matter is most re-

man's domestic service.
4. But if there are clear indications

prehensible and accordingly should

pointing to his paternity, such

not be tolerated."

as his admission that the child

uaUy for prayer), they should nOt

ILLEGlTIMA TE CmLDREN

A concise summary of rabbinical

is his or the fact that he hired
a nurse for the child or the ab-

sence of any suspicion that the

rulings on legal claims arising from

mother ever lived with other

the birth of ilegitimate children,

men, he is obligated to provide

based mainly on many medieval

the child with all its needs in accordance with the duties of any

and modem responsa, is given in an

article by Rabbi Akiva Rudner in
the fourth volume of N oam (J erusalem, 5721). The following are
among the decisions listed by the
author:

father to his child, including the
provision of its religious and
vocational training and, in the

case of a daughter, of its dowry.
5. These obligations likewise ensue

The ilegitmate child's mainte~

nance:

if the parties were bound by a
civil marriage only or even if

1. If an unmarried woman sues a

they lived together without

maD for an allowance to sup-

formal marriage; in that event

port her child which, she claims,

his protest disclaiming paternity

was begotten by him, he can-

is ignored.

not be made liable for the pay-

6. Upon the father's assuming

ment of such an allowance un-

these obligations, he may claim

less he admits his paternity.

the custody of the child; in

2. This applies even if, while he

cases of dispute, custody is

admits that he misconducted

awarded to the mother only -

himself with the woman, he ar-

despite the fact that the father

gues that she had relations with

bears the cost of maintenance
- if the parents had been law-

other men, too, and that the
child belongs to one of them;

fully married to each other.

but some authorities hold that
he would then be required to

7. In the absence of legal proofs to

confm his denial by oath.

establish the man's paternity
blood-tests cannot be accepted

3. Even if there is' evidence., or

as sufcient evidence. (This
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verdict is based on an opinion
of the late Chief Rabbi Benzion

man which he had allegedly

Uziel (Sha'arei Uziel, ii. 40).
But in this connection it may

having made such a promise, he

promised her, and he denies

be of interest to mention that

is obliged to confirm his denial
by oath.

certain blood-tests to establish

2. But if their relationship in-

paternity for legal purposes are
said to have been recommended
fer H assidim, ed. Wistinetzki,

volved transgressing the capital
laws of incest or adultery, he is
legally free from such payment
(since any capital guilt sets aside

no. 291) and, according to a

all financial liabilties arising

late Midrash, even by King Sol-

from the offense). although he

already by Saadya Gaon (Se-

omon (1. D. Eisenstein, Otzar
M idrashim, ii. 53 i ). For details

is morally obliged to honor his
promise.

on these and similar cases, see

3. If she argues that he promised

H. J. Zimmels, Magicians,

to marry her, and she demands
that he either marry her or pay
her compensation, her claim is

Theologians and Doctors, 1952,

pp. 156 and 261 f.)

not granted; but some authorThe legitimacy of the child on the
mother's evidence:

1. While the evidence of an unwed
mother may not sufce to impose the child's maintenance

ities hold him liable to the payment of compensation.

MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS

ON ANIMALS

costs on the alleged father, her

With the hue and cry once again

claim that the chid was con-

raised by the anti-vivisectionists

ceived by her relations with a
legitimate man (i.e. neither with

a bastard nor. by incest or
adultery) is admitted to assure
the child's legitiacy.

2. But if that man disputes her

claim, the child is not defiitely
regarded as his in respect to in-

heriting him or to freeing its
mother from the levirate bond

agaist the utilzation of animals in
the service of medicine in various

parts of the United States and elsewhere, special interest attaches to
the Jewish view on this topic discussed in a contribution to the same

issue of Noam by Rabbi Abraham
Haputin. Unfortunately, however,

the article, while thorough and eru-

dite in some parts, is sketchy and

to the man's brother in the

deficient in others.

event of the former's death, alher claim raises suff-

voted tó a lengthy analysis of the

though

cient doubt to debar the child's

marriage with the man's relations.

"Harlot's Hire":

The greater and best part is deopinions in the Talmud and codes
on whether the ban against inflcting pain on animals is of biblical
or merely rabbinic status. The ban
is. derived from the injunction to

1. If a woman claim a payment

assist in relieving overburdened

for her ilicit relations with a

beasts (Ex. 23: 5). Most authorities,
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including notably Maimonides (fol-

who reasoned that mere consider-

lowing the general consensus of
views) and the Shulchan Arukh,

suferig would otherwise be in-

hold that it is therefore a biblical

offense to subject animals to cruel-

ty; but others, led by the Gaon of

ations of piety must be waived if
flicted not on oneself but on others,
adding "what right have you to assume that the pain of animals

Vila following the view of Rabbi

counts more than the pain of sick

Jose Hagelii in the Talmud, deem
such conduct as a violation of rab.

people who might be helped by

binic law only.

Since the Talmud rules that the
very precept to assist animals in distress is not applicable when it conflicts with "human dignity" (e.g. in
the case of elders who in helping

overloaded beasts would tarnish
their honor), the law on cruelty to

animals, whether biblical or rab-

these experiments?" (Breisch, Responsa Chelkat Ya'akov, part i, no.
30).
OPENING THE REFRIGERATOR
ON SABBATH

The question of whether one may

open the door of an electric refrigerator on the Sabbath has been
treated frequently in the responsa

binic, must certainy give way to

literature of the past decade or two,

the superior consideration of hu-

but none of the written judgments

man health. In reaching this conclusion, the author strangely omits to

are more exhaustive than the re-

cite the explicit ruling by Isserles

sponsum by Rabbi Solomon Zalman Auerbach published in Sinai

in the Shulchan Arukh: "The prõ-

(June 1961).

hibition of causing pain to animals

The author first explains in de-

does not apply to whatever is need-

tail the operation of the crucial

ed for medical ends" (Even Ha~

thermostat control. This consists çf

ezer, 5: 14). But he does mention

a small container filed with a cer-

that, according to Rabbi Jacob Emden, the prohibition covers only

domestic animals working for man,
not insects, reptiles, etc., while Rabbi Ezekiel Landau regards the ban

tain volume of gas attached to a
special switch. When the temperature inside the refrigerator rises,
the gas expands, eventually causing

the one metallc surface in the

as forbidding only pain to animals,
not kiling them.
It is regrettable that the author

switch to press against the other,

did not consult some of the impor-

soon as the temperature is then reduced to a certain low degree (the

tant responsa already published on

thus completing the electric circuit
and activating the freezer unit. As

this specific subject. He might have

exact degree can be determined

referred in particular to the enlight-

beforehand by a regulator), the gas

ening discussion between Rabbi J.
M. Breisch - who concluded that,
while there was no legal objection
to experiments on animals, they

were indefensible. on moral grounds
- and Rabbi Yechiel Weinberg -
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contracts again, breaks the circuit

and stops the operation of the refrigerator. Each time one opens its
door, therefore, one indirectly affects the switch by admitting comparatively warm air to the intenor,
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causing the gas to expand and the

circuit to be closed (or to remain
closed for longer than it would

otherwise be) . The question is,
then, whether such indirect opera-

refuted on the grounds that it is
unlikely that the thermostat did not
operate during the entire twilght
period and that, even if it did not,
it would stil be permitted to open

tion of the freezing mechanism

the door in an unconventional man-

violates the Sabahth laws on the

ner, since the opening would in any

kindling and extinguishing of lights.

case not involve any biblical pro-

No problem at all arises if the hibition. Moreover, the activation of
door is opened whilst the refrigeration unit is at work (provided, of

course, that any electric bulb

switched on and off by the move-

ment of the door has been removed

the switch caused by the door may,
in the author's view, well be con-

sidered legitimate as "an unavoidable result of an act which one does

before the Sabbath). Although the

not care for" (pesik resheh delo
nicha leh), since one would ob~

admission of warm air wil auto-

viously prefer that the warm àir not

matically prolong the operation of
the unit, such an act would be analogous to closing a window

enter the refrigerator thus necessi-

tating the freezing unit to resume its
operation. One's intention in open-

in order to prevent the draft

ing the door. is merely to remove

from blowing out a candle light. To

or store food, and the incidental

prevent a light from being extin-

fact that the air inside is thereby

guished is not regarded as even

warmed is against one's wilL. How-

causing it to be lit; hence there can
be no prohibition involved in such

action is after all desired in order

an act. Nor can this be compared
to adding oil to a burning lamp

(which is forbidden under the head-

ing of kindling a light), since the

additional oil wil itself burn ,

ever, since the inevitable cooling
to preserve the food, following the

rise in the temperature after opening the door, the author leaves this
issue unresolved.

Rabbi Auerbach therefore seeks

whereas in our case the warm air

the major argument in favor of a

neither sustains nor causes a fire

permissive ruling in another and

but merely prevents a break in the

altogether novel direction. The ac-

electric circuit.

tivation of an electric current, he

The article then discusses the
possibilty that, in the event of the
unit not working at the commencement of the Sabbath and the opening of the door being prohibited

reasons, can only be forbidden on
account of its prohibited effect,
such as cooking or lighting, whereas in our case turning on the cur-

rent merely resul.ts in reducing the

at that time, such an action may

temperature. This, in the author's

then be forbidden for the duration

opinion, does not violate any esta blished law, at least not biblically.
Nor need one consider the often

of the whole day, on the tàlmudic
principle that anything forbidden to

be handled (as M uktzah) at twi-

expressed fear that by closing -the

light on Sabbath eve remains so for
the entire day. But this argument is

circuit some tiny sparks are ignited, involving the prohibition of
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lighting a fire. First, according to
the experts, the use of alternating

of Orthodox Thought
The eternal right of the Jewish
people to its land has been estab-

current produces no sparks at all,

lished by the Creator since the

or sparks so microscopic that they

may be ignored. Second, even when

beginning. The Rabbis interpreted
the verse "When the Most High

such ignition does occur, far from

gave to the nations their inheritance

being desired or useful, it only
wears out the points and cannot

peoples according to the number of

thus be classifed as work inter~

the children of Israel" (Deut. 32: 8)

dicted on the Sabbath.

as referring to the provision God

. . . , He set the borders of the

lead the author to the conclusion

made in the distribution of the
lands of the earth that the Holy
Land shall be reserved for the peo-

that there are no valid grounds

ple of Israel (Y alkut Shimoni, Ke-

whatever for denying oneself some

doshim 615; Sifre, Ha'azinu 311).
But the legal validation of this
provision stil required a formal act

Numerous additional arguments
and halakhic considerations finally

of the delights of the Sabbath by
refraining from the use of the refrigerator at any time, whether the
cooling apparatus is at work or not.
THE JEWISH CLAIM
TO THE HOLY LAND

The question of Israel's right to

the Promised Land has exercised
Jewish thinkers long before the

Balfour Declaration and the United Nations Palestine Partition resolution. This qùestion is treated in

or token of acquisition, particularly
since the land was originally inha-

bited, and thus possessed, by other .
peoples. Halakhically, the Talmud
presumes that Israel's legal title to
the land dates back from the time
of the Patriarchs. This is derived

from the verse "And I gave it to
you for a heritage" (Ex. 6: 8) -

"it is an inheritance for you from

the very opening remarks of Rashi's

your fathers" (Baba Batra 119b).
Consequently, at the time of Jo-

monumental commentary on the

shua's conquest the first-born re-

Torah - the most popular Jewish

ceived a double portion, a right

work ever written - and much which can only be justifed on the
earlier stil in numerous passages in

the Talmud and Midrash. Some of

assumption that Israel took hold of
the land as a bequest from its an~

these sources are the subject of a

cestors.

fascinating study by Rabbi Shelomo
Goren under the title "The Patriarchs' Acquisition of the Land of

According to an opinion record~
ed in the Jerusalem Talmud, it was

Israel" which appeared in Sinai

(May 1961). Although of mainly
interest, the article is

this consideration which made Israel liable to set aside challah from
produce found on entering the land

academic

under. Joshua; for such produce

equally valuable as a halakhic dis-

was technically in Jewish posses-

sertation of profound significance

and as an essay of great merit

sion even before the conquest, as
proved by the verse "To thy seed

on an aspect of Jewish national-

I gave the land (Gen. 15:18) -

ism.

"and not 'I shall give the land'''
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(Jer. TaL., Challah 2: 1). The difference between the Babylonian and

Joshua's conquest.
But if we assume, with the Tal.

Jerusalem Talmudim would then
merely concern the biblical source
on which this teachig is based.

mud, that the Patriarchs' acquisi.
tion of the land was never nullifed,

But this agreement of views be-

land's sanctity have had to await its
conquest and reconquest under Joshua and Ezra? To this
question

tween the two Talmudim extends
only to the land's legal ownership;

it evidently does not include the

views on the land's sanctity. The
Jerusalem Talmud, since it refers to
the liability of giving challah which
is limited to the Holy Land, seems
to hold that this sanctity antedates

Israel's conquest of the land. The
Babylonian Talmud, however, al-

ways speaks of the land having received its sacred status at the time

of Joshua and again later when the

why should the inception of the

Rabbi Goren ventures an original
answer. The transfer of the land's
ownership to Israel was a divine
act and as such perpetually and ir-

revocably valid. Hence, once the
land was given to Abraham as a
heritage, it remained in Jewish possession even during the Egyptian

and Babylonian exies. The sanctification of the land, however, re-

quired Israel's physical occupation

Babylonian exiles returned to it.

of it, and it thus lapsed with Is-

A third view, which apparently
challenges both Talmudim, is ex~

thing determined by human action

pressed by the Midrash. It refers
to the arguments between Abra~

ham's and Lot's shepherds (Gen.
S: 7). The latter, who refused to
muzzle their animals to prevent

them from thievishly grazing on
Abraham's pastures, had argued

that since Abraham was old and
childless, his possessions would in
any event soon be inherited by
Lot, his next~of-kin, so that there

was no theft involved. Whereupon,
in the words of the Midrash, God

rael's departure from it; for anyis rendered nugatory as soon as

its cause is eliminated.

This distinction may also explain
why, according to the accepted Halakhah, the first sanctification of
the land by Joshua was merely temporary and ceased with the Baby.
lonIan exile, whereas the second

under Ezra remained permanent
(see Maimonides, Hil. Terumot

1 :5). Joshua's conquest, because it

did not serve to establish Israel's
legal title to the land which goes

told them: "When wil I give the

back to the Patriarchs, was merely

land to him (to Abraham's seed)?

the means whereby the land was
sanctifed. Hence, when that con.

When the seven nations have been
uprooted from it" ( Gen. Rabba

41 : 6) . For this reason the verse in

which this quarrel is mentioned expressly concludes "And the Canaanite and the Perizzite dwelt in the

land" (cf. Rashi, a./.). This would
indicate that Israel's legal title to
the land did not take effect unti

quest was cancelled by the Babylo-

nians' conquest, the land lost its sa-

cred status. With the return of the
exiles under Ezra, however, the

land was not conquered at all; it
was resanctified by virtue of its de
facto seizure as an inheritance (not

by kibbush, but by chazakah). A
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foreign conquest can undo the effects of Israel's conquest (i.e. the
land's sanctification), but it cannot

resumption of the rights of possession by individual Jews (which resulted in the land's resanctification);

reverse the effects of seizure by oc-

the legal consequences of this can-

cupation (chazakah). The first was
a national act; this could be neutral-

not be set aside by any alien conquest which merely removes Jewish

ized by the act of another nation.

The second return, however,
amounted to nothing more than the
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national control of the land but
not the presumptive rights of its individual citizens.

